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This unit was created with this guy in
mind.  He has autism and an

intellectual disability.  He is a non-
reader and takes end-of-year tests. 
 With the right modifications, he is

able to do this unit  He may not
understand all the material, but he is

being exposed to the general
curriculum the same as his peers. He

is my tester!!



This unit contains over          100
pages of material.  But, don't

worry!! I have included an 11 day
lesson plan to help you make the

most of everything packed in
this unit.

 
Activities come in 2 separate

files, one in color and one in black
and white.



The lesson plans contain:

Overall tips for teaching
students with significant
needs



The lesson plans contain:

A quick look at what you
will do each day



The lesson plans contain:

Detailed instructions on
how that day's lesson
should run



This unit contains a book
that covers the main
incidents and effects of
World War 1 using wimple
text and photos.



There is a second book that
specifically covers the US

involvement in World War 1. 
 

Both books come in a pdf AND
a voice recorded powerpoint

(so you will not have to print it
out.)



This unit comes with a
vocabulary board.  

 
Vocabulary boards are great

for ALL students to assist with
participation and engagement

in group discussions.
 

Tips on how to use in the unit!!



This unit comes with 20
vocabulary cards.  

 
Every day students will do a

group activity using these cards
to get more familiar with words

that are likely new to them. 



Students will also test
their knowledge of these
new words and symbols

with a cut and paste
activity.



Errorless option with only
correct answers
Wrong answers mixed in that
students will have to set aside.

This unit contains 2 circle maps, one
is an overview of WW1 and one is on
the countries involved in the war. 
 Circle maps are a great way to get
the "big picture" of a topic.  There are
2 versions:

1.

2.



This unit contains 8 large
timeline cards so your students
can create a human timeline.  

All the directions on how to do
this great group activity is
included!!



There is a timeline
students can assemble in
this unit based on the
large timeline cards.

Answer key included.



There are 3 coloring
activities to identify the
countries involved in the
war.  They are outlined
for more support.



Students will identify the
causes and effects of
World War 1.



Close worksheet are a
great informal
assessment.  This unit has
2 of them, for a total of 10
fill-in-the-blank questions.

     Answer key included.



FINALLY the
assessment!!  There are 3
versions.  This version has
15 questions with 3 picture
choices for each question.

     Answer key included.



With this version, you cut
out the answer choices
and glue them on index
cards.  Ask the student
the question, and they
point to the correct
answer.



This is your traditional
multiple choice version.  It
can also be used as a
recording sheet if your
students are using the
version with index cards.



This unit also has
digital activities. 
 There is a movie
version of the
books students
can listen to read
aloud.



The digital
activities have
students click
and drag their
answers.



There are 2 sets
of slides.  One set
has color-coding
for more support.



11 days of lesson plans
World War 1 activities in color
World War 1 activities in black and white
Voice-recorded PowerPoint show
World War 1 book (PowerPoint) to use with activities
Links and directions to digital activities

This resource comes in a zipped folder.  You will need to unzip the folder to
access all the contents which include:


